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Malaria: Genetic and Evolutionary Aspects (Emerging Infectious Diseases of the 21st Century)Springer, 2005

	This book is an edited collection of papers by leading experts on the population genetics and evolutionary biology of malaria, a disease which results in three million deaths each year in the world. "Malaria Hypothesis" refers to the hypothesis, which was proposed by J.B.S. Haldane at the 8th International Congress of Genetics in...
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ArcGIS By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop three engaging ArcGIS applications to address your real-world mapping scenarios


	About This Book

	
		Design, build and run ArcGIS applications using ArcObjects SDK
	
		Extend ArcGIS objects and use add -ins to deploy applications on top of ArcGIS
	
		An example-centric practical...
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Encyclopedia of 20th-Century ArchitectureRoutledge, 2003
Focusing on architecture from all regions of the world, this three-volume set profiles the twentieth  century's vast chronicle of architectural achievements, both within and well beyond the theoretical confines of modernism. Unlike existing works, this encyclopedia examines the complexities of rapidly changing global conditions that have dispersed...
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Structural Failure Models for Fault-Tolerant Distributed Computing (Software Engineering Research)Vieweg and Teubner, 2010

	Despite means of fault prevention such as extensive testing or formal verification,
	errors inevitably occur during system operation. To avoid subsequent system failures,
	critical distributed systems, therefore, require engineering of means for fault
	tolerance. Achieving fault tolerance requires some redundancy, which, unfortunately,...
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Virtual and Collaborative Teams: Process, Technologies, and PracticeIdea Group Publishing, 2004
           Virtual and Collaborative Teams is of importance to practitioners and researchers because it brings together in a single accessible source, a variety of current research and practice on the subject of virtual and collaborative teams. Geographic distance, technology, lack of social presence, lack of adequate training...
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Mastering Digital Photography and ImagingSybex, 2004
"A must-read for those who want to enhance their digital photography experience."
    —George Schaub, Editorial Director, Shutterbug and eDigitalPhoto magazines
    With a three or more megapixel digital camera or a good scanner, affordable image-editing software, and a photo-realistic printer, you have...
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ArcGIS for Desktop CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 60 hands-on recipes to help you become a more productive ArcGIS for Desktop user


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to use ArcGIS Desktop to create, edit, manage, display, analyze, and share geographic data
	
		Use common geo-processing tools to select and extract features
	
		A guide...
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Light: Science and Magic: An Introduction to Photographic LightingFocal Press, 1997
This highly respected text, now in paperback, has been thoroughly updated and revised. It introduces a logical theory of photographic lighting --- one that teaches beginning photographers to predict results before setting up lights. This is not primarily a how-to book with only set examples for photographers to follow. Rather, Light: Science and...
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Planetary Cartography and GIS (Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography)Springer, 2019

	
		This book approaches geological, geomorphological and topographical mapping from the point in the workflow at which science-ready datasets are available. Though there have been many individual projects on dynamic maps and online GISs, in which coding and data processing are given precedence over cartographic principles, cartography...
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Crypto Anarchy, Cyberstates, and Pirate UtopiasMIT Press, 2001
In Crypto Anarchy, Cyberstates, and Pirate Utopias, Peter Ludlow extends the approach he used so successfully in High Noon on the Electronic Frontier, offering a collection of writings that reflects the eclectic nature of the online world, as well as its tremendous energy and creativity. This time the subject is the emergence...
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Modeling Our World: The ESRI Guide to Geodatabase DesignESRI Press, 2000

	All geographic information systems (GIS) are built using formal models that describe how things are located in space. A formal model is an abstract and well-defined system of concepts. It defines the vocabulary that we can use to describe and reason about things. A geographic data model defines the vocabulary for describing and reasoning...
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Learning R for Geospatial AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power of R to elegantly manage crucial geospatial analysis tasks


	About This Book

	
		Write powerful R scripts to manipulate your spatial data
	
		Gain insight from spatial patterns utilizing R's advanced computation and visualization capabilities
	
		Work within a...
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